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Our first real-life photo opportunity with the new group

Attendees

 
Carlow, Tasfia Hossain; Cork County, Amy O'Brien; Donegal, Erin Gallagher;
Dublin City, Emma Whelan; Dublin South, Marly Bah; DLR, Prachi Agrawal; Fingal,
Sophie Leahy; Galway City, Leo O'Connell; Galway County, Eimear Nic
Dhonnachadha ; Kerry, Máire O'Shea; Kildare, Aoibhe Toft; Kilkenny, Michael
Doyle; Laois, Lucy Doyle; Leitrim, Niamh Ryan; Limerick, Sarah Jane Williams;
Longford, Dariusz Konefal; Mayo, Sinead Murray; Meath, Grayson McGill;
Monaghan, Dylan McKenna; Offaly, Jamila Mokrani; Roscommon, Ruth
Cunningham; Sligo, Alfie Barron; Tipperary, Jack Ryan; Waterford, Saoirse Firth;
Westmeath, Tori Trower; Wexford, Doireann Rossiter;  Wicklow, Kate Macadam -
27 in total 
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The National Executive group set out their Group contract by individually
doing answers and then collating them as a group. Some of these groups are
about our individual responsibility while others are about our collective
responsibility. 

Respect 
●Respect each other
●Respect for other people’s opinions and ideas
●Be open to everyone’s opinions
●Be respectful of everyone’s identity eg. gender pronouns
●Respect others background/beliefs 
●Be respectful when speaking about religion or money situation

No bullying
●No bullying policy
●No cyberbullying
●No discrimination

Group Contract 
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Be Kind 
●Ke kind to all, no matter who they are
●Be kind to everyone even if they have a different opinion
●Be nice to everyone
●Don’t make fun of anyone’s opinions and help people feel comfortable
●Don’t judge others opinions
●Discuss your differences in a non-hostile manner
●Be mindful of others
●Be aware of others feelings
●Don’t be rude

Listen
●Listen to everyone’s ideas
●Don’t talk over people
●Listen when someone is talking
●Listen to everyone’s views and opinions respectfully
●Take in all opinions even if they differ from your own
●Listen and communicate

No violence (physical or verbal)

Transparency

Group Contract 
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Helping each other have a voice in the group
●Give everyone a chance to speak
●Let everyone voice their opinions
●Not cutting across when people are talking
●Do your best to contribute to every discussion
●Be involved in group conversations
●Cooperation between the whole group
●Speak out

Willingness to learn
●Ask questions if you don’t know
●Don’t be afraid to speak up
●Think before you speak
●Don’t assume someone knows everything or you know everything

Be inclusive
●Include everyone
●Be inclusive to everyone
●Include everyone in your discussions
●Make sure everyone feels included

Group Contract 
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Comfortable environment
● Everyone has the right to feel safe and comfortable with the environment 
● Be mindful of other people and their experiences and past  
● Make everyone feel like they are important
● Treat others how you want to be treated
● Empathy - try to see points from other people in the groups perspective
● Helping each other
● Make sure everyone is happy  before we make a decision
● Let people take breaks

Work ethic
●Being focused and working together towards a clear change
●Working hard towards a common aim
●To be involved
●Work hard/party hard 
●Equally spread workload

Fun
●Have the craic
●Enjoy yourself
●Have fun
●Smile

Group Contract 
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Brainstorming the Group Contract 
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RSE in TY is one module
RSE should be separate to SPHE but it’s usually lumped in with SPHE
What is the preparation that teachers receive? What is required to teach
RSE?
Teachers don’t feel comfortable teaching some RSE topics
Sex ed in primary schools - should it be taught earlier?

Should boys and girls be separated?

RSE needs to be relatable 

GROUP 1

RSE equals:

       Uncomfortable environment
       Religious focus
       A lot of information thrown at 12 year olds

        No because gender fluidity and importance of knowing each other
        Yes because comfortable environment and better discussion

       Consent (focus in boys schools)
       Romantic relationships

National Executive’s understanding and

experience of Relationship and Sexuality

Education in schools
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Need to talk about consent on different situations
No LGBTQ+ 
Curriculum can be too long
Deep rooted homophobi
Rse only teaches scientific side

 Microaggression
Too religious 
Not enough education on consent or STDs etc. 
CEIST 
Toxic behaviour
Straight and catholic

RSE is too straight and catholic 
Only teaches scientific stuff

RSE Curriculum equals:

       Consent
       STD’s
       Pleasure
       Birth Control
       Coming out
       Unhealthy/toxic/abusive relationships

Summary:

National Executive’s understanding and

experience of Relationship and Sexuality

Education in schools

 



SPHE - leaving cert
Education through fear - issue
Educate throughout school years - not just in 6th year
Contraception for males
Education about genders for all
Very much based on science
Lack of education in teachers
Mixed schools
RSE links in with other topics - gender inequality
Given Ireland’s general history - lack of education 
Learn about opposite sex 
Affects everyone 
Lack of safe spaces and trust in teachers (confidentiality)
Age appropriate education
Older teachers not as educated 
Lack of support

RSE equals:

National Executive’s understanding and

experience of Relationship and Sexuality

Education in schools
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Only told how to make a baby - nothing about how to cope physically or mentally 
Genders split up - learning about all aspects
Same -sex/safe
No LGBT
It’s very opinionated - teachers opinion
Taboo
Sexual health, sexuality and consent education is so varied and not set in stone
Sexual assault supports and info 
Culture - heteronormative 

GROUP 2: 

RSE equals: 

National Executive’s understanding and

experience of Relationship and Sexuality

Education in schools
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What is being censored from CEIST schools in terms of the RSE course?
How are the Government trying to ensure that RSE curriculum is secular?
Is LGBTQIA+ education part of the curriculum currently?
Is there a certain law/bill that prohibits LGBTQIA+ education? (in terms of RSE)
Why isn’t PMS covered?
Why isn’t menopause taught?
Do they teach about Coco’s Law?
Why is RSE more focused on females? (women carry children, fear education)
Why are boys and girls split up?

Are unqualified teachers legally allowed to teach RSE?
What are the current requirements to teach SPHE/RSE? / What education do
teachers have access to about RSE?
What professional education do teachers have on LGBTQ+ terminology etc.?
Are there any confidentiality rules for teachers regarding RSE?

Curriculum: 

Q1: What is the RSE curriculum?/ Is there an actual official RSE

course/curriculum? What does it look like?

Teacher Training

Q2: What training do RSE teachers receive?

Questions the National Executive would like

clarification on:
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Can some schools just opt out of RSE at the moment?
Can schools opt out of teaching parts of RSE?
Is there a set amount of time schools need to spend on RSE?
Why does RSE education cease after the junior cycle?
Is Senior Cycle RSE mandatory/legally required?
How and where does it fill in with the Junior/Senior Cycle?
Why are students allowed to leave class? (eg. go for a walk, do homework)

Mandatory RSE: 

Q3: Why isn’t RSE mandatory in schools right now?

Q4 Is there a way to collaborate with parents about RSE?

Q5: Are there any groups that can provide RSE resources/information? Are they

reliable?

Questions the National Executive would like

clarification on:
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Norma Foley
Stephen Donnelly
Roderick O’Gorman
Youth Work Ireland
Taoiseach
RSE teacher
Children Sexuality Experts
Jigsaw
Belong To Services

Suggested Experts:

Questions the National Executive would like

clarification on:
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Date for the next meeting

Saturday 21st May 2022 - a full day in-person meeting in DCEDIY
buildings, Miesian Plaza, Baggot St, Dublin 2
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